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Third Floor on the Left is pleased to present CLUB MY HEART commissioned project by
Daniel Oksenberg. CLUB MY HEART consists of four wood works that are installed in
significant architectural intersections of the space, by using a poetic response and
interruption.
The images of the works are based on trivial objects that have been collected by the
curator which have an emotional charge, and were placed within housewares of the artist.
While examining concepts such as accumulation and destruction in conjunction with
fortification and failure, the works derive on a range of sculpture, painting as well as
theatrical set, in a way that responds and emulates card games strategies and constructs
a Tree House or a self-defence structure due to a Tornado.
Daniel Oksenberg (B.1992, Jerusalem) lives and works in Tel Aviv. Oksenberg gained his
BFA with honors from the Bezalel Academy of art and Design, Jerusalem (2016), he
additionally attended the National Collage of Art and Design, Dublin (2015). In 2016,
Oksenberg has took part in a delegation to Tokyo, Japan on behalf of the Bezalel Academy
of Arts and Design, along with the president of the academy and the head of the Fine Arts
department. Oksenberg exhibited among the rest at Gabirol Gallery, Tel Aviv (2018);
HaMidrasha Gallery, Tel Aviv (2018); “Fresh Paint” art fair (2017); Hakubia Gallery,
Jerusalem (2017); Alliance house, Jerusalem (2016); HaTzimer Gallery Project Space, Tel
Aviv (2015); NCAD Gallery, Dublin (2015); Steambox Gallery, Dublin (2015); Special
projects included ”Jerusalem – Temporary Name“, Jerusalem Film Festival, Jerusalem.
Curators: Hila Cohen-Schneiderman and Michal BenJakob. Oksenberg received the Haim
Shiff Prize for Figurative Realistic Painting, Bezalel Academy, Jerusalem (2016); as well as
the Jossef and Ada Bulafio Award for Excellence in Theoretical Studies, Bezalel Academy,
Jerusalem (2015).
Third Floor on the Left is a residentially based seasonal project, constructed from several
exhibitions and site-specific events, curated and hosted by Meital Aviram.
CLUB MY HEART is the 5th show of the project, preceded with the group exhibition - Real
Time, Chaise-Longue a solo show by Yoav Weinfeld, Half-Life (t1⁄2) a solo show by Tal
Granot, as well as a group show titled Dona Victoria, the inaugural exhibition of Third
Floor on the Left.
For further details:
www.thirdfloorontheleft.com
thirdfloorontheleft@gmail.com
054-6738523

